PROPOSED 2014/2015 CITY COUNCIL BUDGET SCHEDULE
CITY HALL CONFERENCE ROOM
Time

Date

Department/Agency

Thursday, January 29, 2015

5:30 p.m.

General Fund Overview to City
Council

Saturday, January 31, 2015

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

City Council Budget Review
Legal Services
City Administrator
Human Resources
Risk Management
Finance
Information Technology
Community Development
Airport/Airport Subsidy
Police Operations
Animal Control
Fire Operations
Ambulance
Emergency Management
Library Operations
Cablevision
Art Center

Monday, February 2, 2015

5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Parks Administration
Park Maintenance
Swimming Pools
Recreation
Soccer
Kent Stein
Wellness
Cemetery
Golf Course
Boat Harbor
Marina

Wednesday, February 4, 2015

5:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Public Works Administration
Engineering
Roadway Maintenance
Traffic Control
Snow and Ice
Street Cleaning
Building & Grounds
Collection & Drainage
Storm Water
Equipment Services
Equipment Replacement

Date

Time

Department/Agency

Thursday, February 5, 2015
(City Council meeting)

5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Senior Resources
Economic Development
Humane Society
CVB

Saturday, February 7, 2015

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Iowa Legislators
Parking
Refuse Collection
Landfill
Transfer Station
Transit
WPCP
Housing
Review & Discussions Begin –
General Fund

Tuesday, February 10, 2015

5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Capital/Debt/TIF/RUT
Local Option Review

Wednesday, February 11, 2015

5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Review & Discussion
Decisions for Public Hearing (may
continue to February 15th)

Saturday, February 14, 2015

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Final Decisions for Public Hearing
(extra meeting unless concluded
February 12th)

Tuesday, February 17, 2015

5:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Set Public Hearing

Thursday, March 5, 2015

Public Hearing & Adoption

March 15, 2015

Approved budget filed with County
Auditor for certification

Tab A ‐ Applicant Eligibility
Eligible applicants include a city, county, public organization, or school district in cooperation with a city
or county. (“Public organization” means a not‐for‐profit economic development or other not‐for‐profit
organization that sponsors or supports community or tourism attractions and activities.) Any of these
entities may co‐apply; if a school district applies, they must do so as a co‐applicant. Provide proof of
eligibility in this section. If applying as a city, county or school district, a letter written on that entity’s
letterhead stating that fact is sufficient. If applying as a public organization, provide proof of nonprofit
status and a statement of how the organization sponsors or supports community or tourism attractions
and activities.
This tab is done, I have a letter that I created for the Wellmark Foundation grant that also meet the
requirements of this tab.

Tab B ‐ Local Support
Local support must be demonstrated for the proposed project. Local support should include an official
resolution of support approved by the governing boards of local governments (including the political
subdivision that is the official applicant for assistance). Local support may also be demonstrated through
letters of endorsement from local civic organizations, or documentation of any public forums at which
the proposed community attraction and tourism project was discussed. Briefly discuss the extent of
citizen input and involvement that has been instrumental to the completion of this proposal beginning
with inception of the idea to completion of the application, including an itemization of how citizen input
has been sought. List local groups, clubs, and organizations that have been actively involved, or will
become actively involved, in carrying out the project. What plans have been made to insure that local
citizens and groups are involved in future decisions?
Any known opposition to a proposed project should be acknowledged and documented, including an
explanation of what is being done to address those concerns. Financial commitment to a project from a
variety of sources, including public and private entities, is a method of evaluating support for the project.
Financial information documented under Tab I will be considered when evaluating local support.





Resolution of support needed from
o City Council
o Board of Supervisors
o Conservation Board
o Art Center Trustees
o Park and Recreation Commission
o (MPW Board of Trustees commitment to place projects on free book)?
Letters of support from as many community stakeholders as possible
All the proposed projects, except for the Deep Lakes Park project, are specifically listed goals
of the new comprehensive plan. Because of this the extensive public input and involvement




process that was used to create the comprehensive plan can be used for each of the five City
of Muscatine projects.
Research into what kind of public involvement process was part of putting together the
County’s Plan for Deep Lakes Park will need to be done.
A brief narrative for each of the six component projects detailing citizen involvement and
support, i.e. , CIAT, the Trail Committee, COMP, etc.

Tab C ‐ Demonstrated Need
A need for CAT program funds must exist after other financial resources have been identified for the
proposed project. The CAT program is designed to provide financial support for activities after all other
sources of assistance have been exhausted. In order to fulfill this threshold requirement, an application
must demonstrate that a project has substantial financial support from sources including the applicant
(political subdivision or public organization), and any public or private organization that may be involved
with the project. Funds should be requested from the city, county and private sources to show broad
public support. To ensure that adequate funding is available from all sources to complete the project,
written commitments for each funding source should be included in Tab I.
Demonstrated need will be evaluated based on 1) a documented description of the successful and
unsuccessful steps taken to secure financial support from local governments, local economic
development organizations, financial institutions, and private organizations, and 2) on the “Sources and
Uses of Funding” page appearing on page 11 of the application materials.


Create a brief narrative that describes all to date fundraising efforts both successful and
unsuccessful for each of the 6 projects



Soccer Complex Expansion
o Donation of the site
o MUSCO’s planned donation of lighting
o Cost of preliminary engineering and design



Dog Park
o Municipal land
o Small chunk of Kent‐Stein Foundation land



Musser Park to Wiggins Road Trail
o Federal appropriation
o Donations
o State grant (mention, but note that it does not count towards match)
o City in‐kind donation of engineering and design work
o City funds already spent on project



Art Center

o
o

G.O. Bonds
Art Center Board of Trustee contribution



Events Tent
o ?



Deep Lakes Park
o Initial donation of land in 2013
o Other donations
o County funds committed

Tab D ‐ Vertical Infrastructure
The proposed project must primarily involve the creation or renovation of vertical infrastructure. As
defined in the legislation and administrative rules, “vertical infrastructure” means land acquisition and
construction, major renovation and major repair of buildings, all appurtenant structures, utilities, site
development, and recreational trails. This requirement does NOT mean that all elements of the project
must meet the definition of vertical infrastructure, and it does NOT mean that only those elements
involving vertical infrastructure are eligible for financial assistance. The amount of financial assistance
provided, if any will be determined based on other criteria. This threshold requirement will be evaluated
based on a detailed listing of all elements of a project that the applicant believes will meet the definition
of vertical infrastructure. The listing should indicate a title for each vertical infrastructure element
(including materials, labor, and professional fees and permits), quantity (if applicable), and an estimated
cost for completing each element. Copies of bids, quotes, estimates and other cost documentation for
vertical infrastructure activities should also be included.



Create a table that list each projects components and the price of each component
Any documentation available that support these cost elements

Tab E ‐ Benefits
As a condition of participation in the program, the applicant must show that at least fifty percent (50%)
of the cost of a standard medical insurance plan will be provided for all full‐time employees working at
the facility upon completion. Insert a letter certifying that a standard medical insurance plan will be
provided for all full‐time employees working at the project.



Letter from the City certifying this
Letter from the County certifying this for the Deep Lakes Park Portion of

Tab F – Feasibility (0‐25 points)
The program is designed to assist community attraction and tourism projects which will remain viable
and sustainable. Project feasibility must be demonstrated. A project must score at least 15 points on this
rating factor to be eligible for funding.
Project Description ‐ Provide a brief narrative describing the proposed project. The narrative should
address the following issues:







The title and an overview of the project.
The amount of funds requested from the CAT program.
A general description of the proposed uses of the funds requested. The proposed date for
beginning an eligible project if an award is made.
The timeline for project completion, including dates for completing major milestones.
The specific site for the project, noting any required acquisition of property related to the project.
Any formal studies by outside agencies that support the project. Attach relevant portions of
those studies.

Business Plan ‐ Provide a business plan for the project. The business plan should address the following
topics:












The total project budget, including not only vertical infrastructure components outlined in this
application but operating costs, planned endowment, etc.
The sources and amount of initial capitalization provided by each participant, including the
applicant and any proposed subrecipient(s).
Financial projections for five years.
For existing activities, profit and loss statements and balance sheet for past five years, schedules
of aged accounts receivable, aged accounts payable, and a schedule of other debts.
A market analysis, including a description of the target market and the projected customer base
for the project.
A marketing plan, including a description of advertising and promotional activities.
A description of the management team, and information about the capability of key personnel to
implement and manage the project.
An operational and maintenance plan that provides detailed information about how the
proposed attraction or project will be operated and maintained on an ongoing basis.
A description of the historical performance of the project (for existing attractions and
businesses).
Create an overall Pearl III narrative and description that ties all components together and with
existing amenities.



Create an overview map that shows all the proposed projects and their relationship to other
amenities and points of interest.



Create detailed description of each project



Create any diagrams, maps, or pictures that would better illustrate each project



Develop a proposed completion time for each project







Determine roughly how CAT funding is being requested.
Operating budget
Operation and maintenance plans
5 year projections
Historical performances (Attendance, revue, expense, etc):
o Art center
o Soccer Complex
o Trail user counts
o Deep Lakes Park
Description of management team
Market analysis
Marketing plan





Tab G‐ Economic Impact (0‐25 points)
The project must demonstrate a positive impact on the economy in order to be eligible for assistance. An
application must score at least 15 points on this rating factor to be eligible for funding. The program is
designed to assist community attraction and tourism activities that will benefit the economy of the
community and state. Measures of economic impact such as long‐term tax generation should be based
only on the proposed community attraction and tourism project, and should not be based on the use of
economic multipliers or other estimates of indirect economic impact.
Brief Narrative ‐ Prepare a brief narrative describing the potential economic impact of the project. The
narrative should address but is not limited to the following issues:






An overview or summary of the potential economic impact of the project, including a description
of the primary beneficiaries of the project.
A description of current community attraction and tourism activities in the community.
A description of how the proposed project fits with the community’s overall economic
development plans. Indicate the specific elements of existing community economic development
plans which address the proposed project, if possible.
A description of how the project will affect the quality of life in the community.






A description of how the project will attract visitors from at least 50 miles away to the
community.
A description of how the proposed project fits with the community’s workforce recruitment and
retention plan. Indicate the specific elements of existing
community workforce development plans which address the proposed project, if
possible.

Listing of Economic Impacts ‐ List the following specific information for the proposed community
attraction and tourism project. The information should be provided in a spreadsheet or table format, and
may be supplemented with charts or graphs if applicable.










The number of jobs to be created or retained.
The wages associated with the jobs.
The benefits associated with those jobs. Specify health, dental, other insurance and other
benefits, including paid leave and retirement. Indicate the employer contribution rate for the
health benefit plan.
The total number of current community attraction and tourism jobs in the community (excluding
the new jobs associated with the proposed new attraction).
The average wages and benefits provided to employees in the current community attraction and
tourism jobs.
The estimated amount of state and local option sales taxes to be generated by the proposed
project during the first five years of operation.
The estimated amount of income withholding taxes to be generated by the proposed project
during the first five years of operation.
The estimated amount of corporate income taxes to be generated by the proposed project
during the first five years of operation (if applicable). The estimated amount of property taxes to
be generated by the proposed project during the first five years of operation.

Tab H ‐ Leveraged activity (0‐10 points)
The project must demonstrate how it will stimulate the development of other private development,
recreational and cultural attractions, or tourism opportunities and enhance economic growth and job
opportunities in order to be eligible for assistance. An application must score at least six points on this
rating factor to be eligible for funding.
Options for demonstrating that a proposed community attraction and tourism project will stimulate the
development of other opportunities include but are not limited to the following:
Brief Narrative ‐ Prepare a brief narrative describing the other community attractions or tourism
opportunities that will be stimulated if the proposed new project is created. The narrative should
address but is not limited to the following issues:







An overview or summary of the projects or activities that will/may be created as a result of the
proposed new project, including the entities involved in development.
Private investment impacting the tax base is ideal.
A description of how the proposed project will stimulate the creation of other activities, and an
explanation of why those other activities would not be created in the absence of the proposed
project.
Description of a multi‐phased development plan, if applicable.

Documentation of Leveraged Activity ‐ Provide any detailed information that will substantiate
information described in the narrative. This information may include but is not limited to the
following:



Documentation that the proposed project is part of a planned multi‐phased or multi‐year
development. Submit copy of a multi‐phased development plan, if applicable.
Documentation of plans for other community attraction or tourism activities that will be created
in conjunction with the proposed new project.



Create a narrative explain that all six projects that comprise the Pearl III project are new
phases of previous investment into community enhancement infrastructure. This project will
significantly enhance the value of previous investment, including a prior CAT grant, in
community enhancement infrastructure, and will also set the stage for future investment.



Creative a narrative briefly explaining the Hotel Stanley project and explain how that
completion of the Pearl III project will support the Hotel Stanley project and how completion
of the hotel Stanley Project will help support the Pearl III project. That the leverage that these
two projects gain from each other significantly increases the benefit to the community.



Creative narrative explaining the Mississippi Drive Corridor and Grandview Avenue Corridor
Projects and how the leverage that they provide to this project.

Tab I ‐ Matching funds (0‐25 points)
When evaluating applications, the Vision Iowa Board will consider the extent to which non‐state
resources have been dedicated to support a proposed project. No more than 50% of project costs may
come from state sources including CAT funds. A higher rating will be provided to those activities which
have a high proportion of non‐state resources contributed to the project. A higher rating will also be
provided to those activities which are financially supported by both public and private organizations, i.e.,
political subdivisions, not‐for‐profit economic development organizations, and for‐profit companies. A
minimum score is not required to be eligible for funding. Other state funds or match pledged to state
funds may not be counted as match for CAT funds. Identify that those funds will be applied toward the

project, but not counted as match. Federal funding and any match pledged to the federal funds would be
eligible as match for CAT funds.
Documentation of Matching Funds ‐ Provide detailed information that will substantiate local matching
funds for the proposed project. The Board may deem work or activities which are already completed and
funds already spent towards a project as ineligible to be considered matching funds.
Information on match may include but is not limited to:






An official resolution approved by the governing body of a participating political subdivision or a
letter of commitment from an authorized representative of the political subdivision. The
resolution or letter of commitment should indicate the amount of financial support to be
provided.
A corporate resolution approved by the directors of a participating for‐profit corporation or a
letter of commitment from an authorized representative of the corporation or other for‐profit
company.
A corporate resolution approved by the directors of a participating not‐for‐profit corporation or a
letter of commitment from an authorized representative of the corporation or other not‐for‐
profit organization.

To ensure that adequate funding is available from all sources to complete the project, written
commitments for each funding source should be included in the application. In each instance, the
resolution or letter of commitment should indicate the amount of financial support to be provided, and
the projected date on which the funds will be made available to the project.


Following is a list of known matching funds. The proper documentation for each will need be
obtained.
o Soccer Complex land dentation (need to determine value)
o MUSCO lighting dentation (need to determine value)
o City donation of previously revenue generate ag lease land for dog park (need to
determine value)
o Federal earmark for Musser Park to Wiggins Road Trail
o State grant for Musser Park to Wiggins Road Trail (cannot be counted towards the
match but it must be reported and documented(
o Private donations for Trail
o City funds already spent on trail (easement acquisition, land acquisition, surveying,
etc.)
o City in‐kind contribution to trail project (engineering, design, land clearing, etc.)
o City commitment to further funding construction of trail
o Private donations towards dog park
o Value of the completed projects being placed on the MPW free book
o Art Center Board of Trustees’ contribution
o City commitment to Art Center project

o
o
o
o

Value of the land donated for the establishment of Deep Lakes Park (need to
determine if counting this is allowed)
Any other Deep Lakes Park commitment and contributions.
Value of dog park design work donated by Iowa State University
Cost Art Center HVAC study

Tab J ‐ Planning Principles (0‐10 points)
A project should demonstrate how planning principles were considered in order to be eligible for
assistance. A minimum score is not required to be eligible for funding.
Brief Narrative ‐ Prepare a brief narrative describing the planning principles considered.
The narrative should include but is not limited to the following items:


Create Green Development Plan ‐ The plan should include the following: the name and role of
members of the professional design and development team; a statement of overall project green
development goals & expected outcomes from addressing the goals; a description of how each
of the green checklist criteria will be addressed in the project; identification of which members of
the design and development team are or will be responsible for implementing the green
features; a description of follow‐up measures to take during completion of design, permitting,
construction, occupancy & operation to ensure green features are included and correctly
installed.



Green Checklist Criteria:
1. Smart Site Location
‐ Proximity to Existing Development ‐ Locate the project with access to existing roads,
water, sewers and other infrastructure within or contiguous (having at least 25 percent
of the perimeter bordering) to existing development


Create map demonstrating this

‐ Protecting Environmental Resources ‐ proper site selection avoids development of
inappropriate sites, and damage to or loss of fragile and scarce resources
‐ Proximity to Services – locate the project within ¼ of a mile of at least two, or½ mile of
at least four of the following facilities; public transportation, supermarket, public school,
library, licensed child care center, usable park space, bank, medical or dental office, post
office, convenience store, laundry/dry cleaner, pharmacy, place of worship, or
community/civic center.



Create map demonstrating this

‐ Solar Heating/Cooling ‐ orient buildings to make the greatest use of passive or active
solar heating and cooling.


No new heated or cool building will be constructed as part of this project

‐ Grayfield, brownfield, or adaptive reuse – use of previous developed sites reduces
pressure on undeveloped land and the spread of pavement to new watersheds




The events tent is the further redevelopment of a former railroad switching
yard
Deep Lakes Park is the repurposing of an area of defunct gravel pits
The Art Center project is premised on ensuring the continuing usability of the
existing Art Center

2. Walkable Neighborhoods – connect project to the pedestrian grid to link the project
to public spaces and adjacent development. Making the streetscape safer and more
inviting for walkers and bicyclists encourages alternative transportation choices to the
automobile.
 All projects will be linked to pedestrian grid. Construction of the Musser Park
to Wiggins Road trail will link a part of Muscatine to the overall pedestrian
grid for the first time.
3. Photovoltaic (PV) Ready ‐ Site, design, engineer and wire buildings to accommodate
installation of PV in the future. Photovoltaics are composite materials that convert
sunlight directly into electrical power.
4. Erosion and Sedimentation Control ‐ For projects that disturb one acre or more,
follow the requirements of the Iowa DNR stormwater general permit #2 including the
development and implementation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. For
projects disturbing less than one acre, implement EPA’s Best Management Practices for
erosion and sedimentation control during construction.
5. Landscaping ‐ Commit to providing a tree or plant list, certified by an Architect or
Landscape Architect at Construction Documents stage, that that includes trees and
plants that are at least 50% native species, 100% appropriate to the site’s soils and
microclimate, and do not include invasive species Limit application of non‐native turf
species. Install trees to shade at least 50 percent of hard surfaces like sidewalks and
parking lots to reduce heat islands
6. Surface Water Management ‐ Capture, retain, infiltrate and/or harvest rainfall events
equivalent to .10” to 1.25”.

7. Water‐conserving Appliances and Fixtures ‐ Install water‐conserving fixtures with the
following specifications:
‐ Toilets – 1.6 GPF (gallons per flush) or better, consider use of dual flush toilets
‐ Showerheads – 1.5 GPM (gallons per minute) or better
‐ Kitchen faucets – faucet aerators shall use 1.5 GPM or better
‐ Bathroom faucets – 1.0 GPM or better
8. Efficient Energy Use ‐ Use a professionally certified third‐party energy rater to verify
energy efficiency achievement
9. HVAC Sizing and Installation ‐ Size heating and cooling equipment in accordance with
the Air Conditioning Contractors of America (ACCA) Manual, Parts J and S, ASHRAE
handbooks, or equivalent software, to prevent short‐cycling of heating or air
conditioning and ensure adequate dehumidification. Seal all ductwork with mastic or an
appropriate seam sealer.
10. Design for and install Energy Star appliances and light fixtures
11. Renewable Energy ‐ Research the feasibility of installing photovoltaic (PV) panels,
wind turbines, solar assisted hot water heating, domestic hot water or other renewable
sources to provide at least 10 percent of the project’s estimated electricity demand.
Research the feasibility of installing a geothermal system for the project.
12. Construction Waste Management ‐ Investigate local options for diversion (recycling,
reuse, etc.) of all anticipated major constituents of the project waste stream, including
cardboard packaging and “household.” Commit to following waste management plan
that is appropriate for the site and local conditions, and that prevents, recycles or
salvages non‐hazardous construction and demolition debris.
13. Specify that all interior paints and primers, building materials, and furnishings must
comply with current Green Seal standards where applicable and specify prefinished
products or low Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) products when Green Seal standards
do not apply. Specify low VOC adhesives and sealants.
14. Vapor Barrier ‐ Water can migrate through concrete and most other masonry
materials. Proper foundation drainage prevents water from saturated soils from being
pushed by hydrostatic pressure through small cracks. Vapor barriers and waterproofing
materials can greatly reduce the migration of moisture that can occur even in non‐
saturated soils.
15. Healthy Floor Coverings ‐ Do not install carpets in entryways, laundry rooms,
bathrooms, kitchens or utility rooms. If using carpet in other rooms, use products

that meet the Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label certified carpet, pad and carpet
adhesives. Green Label Plus certified carpet, pad, and carpet adhesives are encouraged.
16. Ventilation ‐ Install Energy Star labeled power vented fans in kitchens and
bathrooms that exhaust to the exterior. Install a mechanical whole building ventilation
system that meets building code standards.
17. Owner and Occupant Manuals ‐ Provide the building owner/occupant a manual that
includes: a routine maintenance plan, operations and maintenance guidance for all
appliances, HVAC operation, water‐system turnoffs, lighting equipment, paving
materials, landscaping, pest control, and other systems. Include a process for educating
tenants about proper building use. Provide a guide for building occupants that explains
the intent, benefits, use and maintenance of green building features and native
landscaping along with the location of transit stops. Encourage green activities such as
recycling, gardening, use of healthy cleaning materials, alternative measures to pest
control, and purchase of green (renewable) power from their local energy provider.
18. A conscious effort should be undertaken during project planning efforts to identify
potential greenhouse gas emission (GHG) impacts of the proposed project. Seek to
reduce GHG’s through project design and location.
‐ Compliance with local comprehensive plans, zoning and land use.
‐ A description of the efficient and effective use of land resources and existing
infrastructure or capacity to avoid costly duplication of services and costly use of land.
‐ A description showing provisions for a variety of transportation choices, including
public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic.
‐ A description of maintenance or enhancement of a unique sense of place by respecting
local cultural historical and natural environmental features.
‐ For historic preservation projects, a statement as to whether the Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings established by the U.S.
Department of the Interior are being followed.
‐ A description of the conservation of open space and farmland and preservation of
critical environmental areas.
‐ A description of the promotion of the safety, livability, and revitalization of existing
urban and rural communities.
‐ A description of how the project serves citizens of all income levels.
‐ Extent to which project design, construction, and use incorporate renewable energy
sources including, but not limited to, solar, wind, geothermal, and

biofuels, and supports the following state of Iowa plans and goals:
‐ Office of Energy Independence Iowa Energy Independence Plan
‐ General reduction of green house gas emissions

Tab K ‐ Techology and Values (0‐5 points)
A project will be evaluated as to the extent it shows consideration for the encouragement of
technologies that allow for long distance learning and Internet access to facility resources; the extent to
which the project enhances education, wellness (health), and breadth of the project to attract Iowans of
all ages; the extent to which the facilities enhance or promote fine arts, including landscaping; and the
extent to which facilities promote healthy indoor environments by employing the use of healthy and
sustainable building materials, furnishings, cleaning projects, and maintenance practices. No minimum
score is required in this category.

The Pearl of the Mississippi – Community Improvement Project, Phase III, will enhance Muscatine
making it even more of an attractive place to visit, work, play, and live. Muscatine has a long standing
tradition of projects to enhance recreational, cultural, educational, and entertainment opportunities
that were accomplished through a partnership amongst community stakeholders in the private, public,
and philanthropic sectors. This project will build on significant prior investments made in community
enhancement projects and work with other forthcoming major investment in the betterment of
Muscatine to help assure the economic health of community and to improved recreational and cultural
amenities.
The Pearl of the Mississippi – Community Improvement Project, Phase III is comprised of six component
projects that were selected because out of all the enhancements to recreational, cultural, educational,
and entertainment desired by community members these six projects most effectively leverage past,
present, and planned investments to deliver the largest possible positive impact to the community. All
of these projects

Muscatine Soccer Complex Phase III
The Muscatine Soccer Complex, constructed in 1993, is a 41‐acre, 3.8 million dollar soccer facility that
features eight full‐sized, state‐of‐the‐art soccer fields. The National Sports Turf Managers Association
recognized this outstanding facility as the Soccer Fields of the Year in the U.S. in 1995 and 2002. The
Muscatine Soccer Complex, the largest attractor of visitors to the Muscatine area, plays host to events
sponsored by national, state and local associations involving participants of all ages. The Muscatine
Soccer Complex generates approximately 100,000 visits per year.
The Muscatine Civic Improvement Foundation privately funded and built the Muscatine Soccer
Complex. Upon its completion the foundation gifted the soccer complex to the City of Muscatine,
which now operates and maintains the complex. The Phase III Development project is part of the
original Muscatine Soccer Complex Master Plan which identified the 17 acres directly west across
Houser Street from the existing soccer complex, and have been offered by a community member as a
donation, as an area for future expansion. The Muscatine Recreational Advisory Commission’s Phase III
Development Project Subcommittee, made up of representation from the City of Muscatine, the
Muscatine Recreational Advisory Commission, large business, small business, usage groups, and
property owners, was established to assess the community’s needs for an expansion of the Muscatine
Soccer Complex.
This group determined that an expansion would be beneficial to the community and developed a
concept plan. This concept plan was developed by a donation of professional services from Stanley
Consultants and with input from the citizens committee and City Staff. This plan 14 includes: four
tiered, multi‐use, lighted multi‐purpose field, a 200+ car parking lot, restrooms, picnic shelters, and
connection to trail system and other reactional amenities it the area.

Completion of Phase III of the Muscatine Soccer Complex is projected to increase the number of annual
visitors to the Muscatine Soccer Complex by 50,000. This will be accomplished by addressing two
factors that currently limit the number visitors, parking and field capacity. The current facility has fewer
parking spaces than is recommending for a facility of its size, when all eight fields are operating at full
capacity, such as during tournaments, parking becomes as a serious issue, degrading the quality of the
visitors’ experience and limits the size of the tournaments that can be held. The number of fields is also
a limiting factor for the size of events that can be held at the Muscatine Soccer Complex, and the adding
of fields will increase the size of events that can be held there. Completion of Phase III will increase the
number of fields by 50% and add sufficient parking for the new fields and existing fields, thus allowing
even more use of this the existing fields and improving the quality of the visitor experience.

Muscatine Community Dog Park
A 4.72 acre off‐leash dog park, with separate areas for large, small, senior dogs, and a separate training
area, is being proposed for construction on municipally owned land. The proposal for an off‐leash dog
park is the result of a grassroots effort of a great number of members of the Muscatine community.
There is consensus that an off‐leash dog park is vital and necessary part of a community’s recreational
infrastructure. The first off‐leash dog park in the United States opened in 1979. Since then growth rate
in the number of off‐leash dog parks has exceeded the overall growth rate of parks by tenfold. There
are now over 2,900 off‐leash dog parks in the United States, with nearly 50% of jurisdictions that
operate park facilities, and the vast majority of jurisdictions that are the size of Muscatine, have an off‐
leash dog park. In the fall of 2013 the City of Muscatine wrapped up an extensive public outreach
effort as part of creating a new Comprehensive Plan, during this process the need for a dog park was

the most frequently received public comment.
Musser Park to Wiggins Road Trail
The Musser Park to Wiggins Road Trail is an XX mile extension of City’s trail network a YY% in trail
mileage. The trailhead for this trail will be located between the proposed Muscatine Community Dog
Park and the site of the propose Phase III expansion of the Muscatine Soccer Complex, and across
Houser Street from the current terminus of the trail system in Kent‐Stein Park. Beyond on all the
obvious benefits of such a large trail extension, this project has additional significance because it
extends safe bike and pedestrian access to the area south of Dick Drake Way. Currently there is no safe
route to bike or walk to this part of town which is home to around 1,000 people and numerous major
employment center. The trail would also be the first recreational amenity constructed by the City of
Muscatine in this area of the City.

Muscatine sits at the junction of two federally recognized trail systems, The American
Discovery Trail, which crosses the nation from San Francisco to Delaware; and the Mississippi
River Trail, which runs along the Mississippi River from Minnesota to Louisiana. The
Muscatine trail system is a recognized component of both these trail systems. Construction of

the Musser Park to Wiggins Road Trail will complete Muscatine’s portion of these national
trails. A completed connection into the nationwide bicycle trail network will lead to more visits
by those making long distance journeys on these trails.
The Muscatine Soccer Complex Phase III, Muscatine Community Dog Park, and the Musser Park to
Wiggns Road Trail Trailhead are located and arranged in such a manner that they will share a parking lot,
restroom facilities, a picnic shelter, and informational kiosks. This will provided a substantial savings
over the cost of developing such facilities for each of the three projects, and provides a much better
return on the dollars invested in these facilities. Integrating these projects together along with the
existing soccer complex, the existing trail network, and Kent‐Stein a 66 acres park containing 17 softball
and baseball fields located directly across Houser Street, will create a large, amenity rich recreational
complex that will draw in visitors from well outside the Muscatine area.

Riverfront Outdoor Performing Arts Venue
Over the past two decades The Muscatine riverfront was transformed from an area of declining
industrial activity that had become an eyesore to an amenity rich crown jewel that both attracts visitors
and enhance the quality of life of residents by 46 individual projects. The total cost for the riverfront
transformation is in excess of $18 million dollars. Forty percent of this came from various federal, state
and local government sources. The community had to come up with the remaining 60%. In 1996,
residents of Muscatine voted to not allow gambling on the riverfront, so revenue from gaming
operation, which many Iowa cities have used to fund riverfront renovation, was not available in
Muscatine. However the community support for this collaborative vision of the riverfront was strong
enough that over $10 million was given directly by the community, local businesses, foundations, civic
groups and residents.
The community has identified to creation of a preforming arts space on the riverfront as the necessary
next step in the continuing enhancement of the Muscatine riverfront. Muscatine currently lacks
permanent outdoor performing space. Currently there are numerous concerts and other performing
arts events taking place on the Muscatine riverfront, however these events all take place at temporary
venues that have to be set and removed for each individual event. To address the construction of a
permanent outdoor performing arts venue on the riverfront is being proposed.
A permanent outdoor performing arts venue located at the riverfront will increase the quality of events
already being held at the riverfront as well as spurring the creation of new events, both of which will
increase the number of visitors to the Muscatine Riverfront. A new 100 room hotel and conference
center is underdevelopment XX yards away, in downtown Muscatine, from the proposed location of the
Riverfront Outdoor Performing Arts Venue. Both of these projects will benefit greatly from the
existence of the other, enhancing the benefits of each to the community. These two projects are
separated by Mississippi Drive. In 2016 the City of Muscatine will commence with a major
reconstruction of Mississippi Drive. The intent of this major project is to covert a decaying four lane

highway into an attractive three lane complete street that invites and encourages connection to be
made between downtown and the riverfront.

Muscatine Art Center Enhancement

(More information needed.)

Deep Lakes Park Enhancement

(More information needed.)
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Mississippi Drive Corridor Project
This proposal includes the reconstruction of 1.6 miles
of U.S. 61-Business (pavement & curb/gutter);
street lighting, landscaping, gateway features;
pedestrian crossings and sidewalk improvements; traffic
signals and geometric improvements;
and storm drainage improvements and roadway embankment
work intended to improve flood protection. Construction anticpated
in 2016.

SNOW REMOVAL SCHEDULE
Truck Plow #1
Weed Park Street
Weed Shop Lot
First Avenue Sidewalk
Oak Park Sidewalk
Oak Park Parking
Greenbelt Parking
Cannon Parking Lot
Mark Twain Parking Lot
Trail Mad Creek to
Solomon
Boat ramps

Truck Plow #2
Art Center Sidewalks
Art Center Emp. Parking
Eversmeyer Sidewalk
Fuller Parking
Fuller Trail
WFO Bus Stop
Skate Park Parking
Musser Parking
Musser Trail
Riverfront trail Mad creek to
to Skate Park

Riverfront Tractor
Sidewalks:
City Hall Parking Lot
Journal Parking Lot
Miss. Drive Parking Lot
Pine street Parking Lot
Chestnut Parking Lot
Restroom Parking lot
Riverview
Fountain/Statue
Harbor

Cemetery Tractor/ Truck
Cemetery Sidewalks
Lucas Park Sidewalk
8th to Main Sidewalk
Hershey lots
Carver Corner
Grandview Lots
Cemetery Streets
Kent Stein Trail
Art Center back lot

Sidewalk Route #1
Culver Bus Stop
Pizza Hut Bus Stop
Clay Street Bridge
Isett Bridge
Hershey Manor Bus Stop
5th Street Bus Stop
Tower Apartment Bus Stop
4th Street sidewalk

Sidewalk Route #2
Washington Bridge
8th & Cedar
Iowa Field
Longview Park
Cedar Hills Bus Stop
Fareway Bus Stop
Goodwill Bus Stop
Harmony Lane Bus Stop

Sidewalk Route #3
Railroad Crosswalks (6)
2nd Street Crosswalks
2nd Street Bridge
Hawkeye Sidewalk
Mark Twain Sidewalk/Steps
Brook St. Lots

